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Abstract

We develop a framework to investigate time-varying interactions between informed and

uninformed trading activities. By estimating the model for 40 NYSE stocks, we demonstrate

that the buy and sell arrival rates of the uninformed traders are different and time-varying.

Informed traders strategically match the level of the uninformed arrival rate with a certain

probability. Uninformed traders tend to adopt contrarian strategy in reaction to high prior

stock returns, but employ momentum strategy in reaction to high prior market returns. The

estimated time-varying probability of informed trading is a good predictor for various

measures of bid–ask spreads, and is a better measure of information asymmetry than several

existing measures.
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1. Introduction

A crucial topic in market microstructure is the relationship between informed and
uninformed trading activities. From the early observations of Bagehot (1971) to the
theoretical work of Kyle (1985) and Easley and O’Hara (1987), researchers generally
agree that informed traders exploit their informational advantage and trade
optimally to profit from uninformed investors.
The interaction between asymmetrically informed traders, however, has been

mostly investigated in theoretical frameworks.1 The relatively few empirical studies
mostly focus on cross-sectional analysis and use very short samples. Using ten years
of transaction data, this paper provides empirical perspectives on the time-varying
trading behavior of informed and uninformed traders. Moreover, this paper
estimates a measure of time-varying probability of information-based trading, which
could be a very useful tool in empirical market microstructure analysis. Specifically,
we address the following questions: Does uninformed trading change over time?
How does it change? Does the probability of information-based trading change over
time? If yes, has this probability more explanatory power than competing measures
of information asymmetry? Not surprisingly, we find that both informed and
uninformed trading change dramatically over a ten-year period. The uninformed buy
and sell arrival rates are different and time-varying. The estimated probabilities of
information-based trading are closely related to contemporaneous bid–ask spreads
and can predict spreads for the next trading day.
In this paper, we extend the seminal work of Easley et al. (1996), who inquire why

there is a larger spread observed for less-frequently traded stocks than for active
ones. In the absence of market power, market makers charge a bid–ask spread in
stock transactions to recover losses to informed traders and inventory costs.2 In
Easley et al. (1996), informed traders submit buy orders upon receiving a positive
information signal and submit sell orders upon a negative information signal.
Uninformed traders, on the other hand, submit both buy and sell orders regardless
of whether information arrives or what type of information arrives. By assuming
that orders submitted by informed traders, uninformed buyers and uninformed
sellers follow three independent Poisson processes with exogenous, fixed arrival
rates, Easley et al. (1996) derive a very useful framework to examine the information
1Wang (1993) shows that information asymmetry among investors can increase price volatility. Less

informed traders may rationally behave like price chasers, which may in turn increase market volatility.

See also Diamond and Verrecchia (1981), Glosten and Milgrom (1985), Kyle (1985), Admati (1991),

Easley and O’Hara (1992), and Easley et al. (1997).
2Bid–ask spread arises naturally due to both inventory (see Smidt, 1971; Garman, 1976; Zabel, 1981;

Mendelson, 1982; O’Hara and Oldfield, 1986; Madhavan and Smidt, 1993) and asymmetric information

concerns (Bagehot, 1971; Glosten and Milgrom, 1985; Easley and O’Hara, 1987). Glosten and Harris

(1988) decompose the bid–ask spread into two parts: one part due to informational asymmetries, and the

remainder attributable to inventory carry costs, market maker risk aversion, and monopoly rents. Using a

maximum likelihood technique, they find that the adverse selection component of the bid–ask spread is not

economically significant for small trades, but increases with trade size. See also Hasbrouck (1991a,b),

Barclay et al. (1990), Madhavan and Smidt (1991, 1993), Jones et al. (1994), and Madhavan and Sofianos

(1998).
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content of stock trading.3 They find that the risk of information-based trading is
lower for active stocks than it is forinfrequently traded securities. Although high-
volume stocks tend to have higher probabilities of information events and higher
arrival rates of informed traders, they are more than offset by the higher arrival rates
of uninformed traders. From the perspective of the market maker, less active stocks
are riskier since there is a higher probability that any trade comes from an informed
trader.
It seems restrictive, however, to assume a constant arrival rate for uninformed

traders since the amount of uninformed trading could change dramatically under
different market conditions. For instance, with the advent of internet trading,
hundreds of thousands of small investors traded technology stocks in the late 1990s
when the NASDAQ Composite Index reached over 5,000. The subsequent stock
market correction brought the index down to 1200 in mid 2002. Many small
investors reduced their trading activities, and the market meltdown in technology
stocks forced many former day-traders to quit trading altogether. The time-invariant
arrival rates also restricted Easley et al. (1996) to study a short sample covering less
than three months of daily trading data, since a longer sample period would make it
implausible to assume constant arrival rates.
The level of uninformed buy and sell arrival rates may be affected by momentum

(e.g., Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993, 1995, 2001; Chan et al., 1996; Hong and Stein,
1999; Rouwenhorst, 1999; Caginalp et al., 2000) and contrarian strategies (e.g., Lo
and MacKinlay, 1990; Lakonishok et al., 1994). It may also be affected by factors
such as investor sentiment (e.g., Siegel, 1992, Barberis et al., 1998), overconfidence
(e.g., Daniel et al., 1998), loss aversion, and mental accounting (e.g., Barberis and
Huang, 2001; Barberis et al., 2001). We assume that the arrival rate of uninformed
buy orders switches between two levels in a Markov process, with endogenous time-
varying transition probabilities. We model the difference between buy and sell arrival
rates for uninformed traders to be time-varying and dependent on market variables
such as lagged cumulative returns. Our framework can be generalized to more than
two states, but we find that the parsimonious assumption of two states is sufficient to
capture the main effects of time-varying uninformed trading.
We argue that informed traders closely monitor market movements and can

respond rationally to any change in the arrival rate of uninformed traders. The
theoretical frameworks in Glosten and Milgrom (1985) and Easley et al. (1996)
assume that traders are chosen probabilistically to submit an order of one share at
each session, so informed traders cannot respond to camouflage provided by the
uninformed traders. Our framework allows informed traders to match the arrival
rate of uninformed investors by assuming that the arrival rate of informed traders
also can switch between two levels, with the transition probabilities reflecting
informed matching activities (to be defined shortly).
Kyle (1985) and Back (1992) demonstrate elegantly the strategic trading behavior

of informed traders in a risk-neutral environment, and the setup of this paper
3The Easley et al. (1996) framework was extended by Weston (2001) to include a class of discretionary

liquidity traders.
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amounts to an empirical test of their theoretical predictions. We can examine how
well informed traders use the camouflage provided by uninformed investors. With
the endogenously determined arrival rates for both types of traders, we are able to
evaluate the evolution of information content in daily stock trading. Easley et al.
(1996) perform a cross-sectional study on the relationship between the probability of
information content and the daily opening spread. Since we use a much longer
sample and allow time-varying probability of information-based trading, we are able
to conduct the analysis in both the time series and the cross-sectional dimensions.
Moreover, we can study the predictability of the estimated probabilities of
information-based trading for various measures of stock spreads.
Our empirical estimation of 40 NYSE stocks shows that the uninformed traders

tend to adopt contrarian strategy in reaction to high prior own stock returns, but
employ momentum strategy in reaction to high prior market returns. Informed
traders seem to take good advantage of the camouflage since the estimated
probability of informed matching response ranges from 0.72 to 0.98. The estimated
probability of informed trading has predictive power over mean bid–ask spreads in
the next trading day, and dominates competing measures of information asymmetry
in terms of explanatory power. Moreover, we use the estimated time-varying
probability of informed trading series as a proxy for informational asymmetry to
analyze its impact on the serial correlation of daily stock returns. Consistent with
existing research on the issue with other measures of informational asymmetry such
as firm size and the bid–ask spread, we find that higher probability of informed
trading is associated with higher return autocorrelation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 extends the framework in

Easley et al. (1996) by allowing the uninformed arrival rates to be time-varying.
Informed traders may match the level of the uninformed arrival rate with certain
probability so as to make better use of the camouflage provided by uninformed
traders. In Section 3, we discuss the sample selection and other data-related issues.
Section 4 analyzes the maximum-likelihood estimation results and the cross-sectional
variation of matching response by informed traders. In Section 5, we examine the
predictability of the estimated probabilities of informed trading for various measures
of spreads, and the effect of information asymmetry on return autocorrelation.
Section 6 concludes the paper. Some technical details are provided in the appendix.
2. The model

There is one risky asset and one risk-free asset (as the numeraire) in the market.
The risk-free rate is set to be zero for simplicity. At the beginning of each trading day
t 2 ½1;T �; in which time is continuously indexed by 0oio1; nature decides whether
to release a news event concerning the value of the risky asset to informed traders.
The probability of a news event occurring is a; and when the news event arrives it
may be bad news with probability d or good news with probability 1� d: Hence the
prior probabilities of having a negative, positive, and no news event are pð�Þ � ad;
pðþÞ � að1� dÞ and pð	Þ � 1� a; respectively. The buy and sell trades from the
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uninformed traders as well as the one-sided trades (buy at good news and sell at bad
news) from the informed traders are assumed to follow three mutually independent
Poisson processes.
2.1. Two-state Markov switching for the uninformed arrival

On each trading day, the uninformed arrival rate is assumed to follow a two-state
Markov switching process, with the time-varying transition probabilities governed
by factors such as prior stock return and prior market return. The uninformed
arrival rate can be at the high level eht or at the low level elt on trading day t. Note that
the high and low levels of the arrival rate are constant for the entire sample, despite
the time subscript they carry for notational clarity.
Define the time-varying transition probabilities for the uninformed traders as

pt �
pnn

t 1� pnn
t

1� pn
t pn

t

� �
;

where

pn

t � Prðelt j e
l
t�1Þ ¼ f ðb0lztÞ and pnn

t � Prðeht j e
h
t�1Þ ¼ f ðb0hztÞ: (1)

In the definitions above, pn
t is the probability of the uninformed arrival rate

transiting from the low level at period t � 1 to the low level at period t, and pnn
t is the

probability transiting from the high level at period t � 1 to the high level at period t:
zt is a vector of instruments that are observable at the end of period t � 1: If we use a
vector of ones as the only instrument, then the model yields constant transition
probabilities. Non-constant instruments, such as cumulative asset return and
cumulative market return (value-weighted NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ returns) in
the previous 20-trading-day period, allow the modeling of time-varying transition
probabilities. We use the logistic transformation f ðÞ to ensure the transition
probabilities have appropriate values. bh and bl are the parameters associated with
the instruments.
Uninformed investors may base their buying and selling activities on publicly

observable information, such as past stock and market returns. We allow the
uninformed buy arrival rate to be different from the uninformed sell arrival rate.
However, the modeling of two separate uninformed arrival rates, each with its own
Markov switching process, forces us to track the interaction between them. As a
consequence, it significantly reduces the tractability of the empirical model and
renders the estimated results very difficult to interpret. We take a modeling
compromise, and allow only the uninformed buy arrival rate (eh;Bt for the high state
and el;Bt for the low state) to follow the aforementioned two-state Markov switching
process. The uninformed sell arrival rate (eh;St for the high state and el;St for the low
state) switches into the same state as the uninformed buy arrival rates, but the level
of the two arrival rates may differ. In particular, we assume that

eh;St ¼ eh;Bt expðg0hztÞ and el;St ¼ el;Bt expðg0lztÞ: (2)
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Note that we are using the same set of instruments zt here as in the context of
modeling time-varying transition probabilities. The assumption that the uninformed
buy and sell arrival rates will switch to the same state simultaneously, either high or
low, is not as restrictive as it seems. Researchers on the trading behavior of small
investors find that retail trading activities increase after up-markets (Odean, 1999;
Grinblatt and Keloharju, 2001). They are more likely to sell stocks to realize gains
and buy stocks because of overconfidence. During down-markets, retail investors are
reluctant to sell to realize losses due to loss aversion, and they buy less due to a lack
of interest or attention (Odean, 1998; Barber and Odean, 2003). Our simple structure
also brings forth multiple benefits: achieving empirical tractability and ease of
interpretation, and allowing us to focus on the extent of (percentage) difference
between the uninformed buy and sell arrival rates in response to changes in market
fundamentals. We call this difference ‘‘uninformed arrival rate differential’’ hence-
forth.
Since the amount of uninformed trading can vary dramatically from time to time,

our switching model should improve the Easley et al. (1996) model that has constant
arrival rates. A recent study by Easley et al. (2002a) also relaxes the assumption of
fixed arrival rates in Easley et al. (1996) by using two GARCH specifications. We use
a Markov-switching model instead to investigate how the behavior of the
uninformed investors affects the strategic trading behavior of the informed traders.
Our use of the Markov switching model is motivated by the observation that
uninformed traders become more or less interested in trading depending on past
performance of the stock and the overall stock market. Our focus is the interaction
between informed and uninformed trading, and a Markov switching process makes
it easy to estimate and interpret the interaction. In the next sub-section, we extend
the model further to examine how well informed traders make use of the camouflage
from uninformed traders by allowing informed traders to engage in level-matching
activities. The Markov-switching model makes it a straightforward and easy task to
interpret the matching probabilities. Our framework also can easily accommodate
the use of instruments in the modeling of transition probabilities, and it provides a
very intuitive interpretation for the estimated relationship.

2.2. Level-matching activities by informed traders

Informed traders may adjust their trading activities according to the amount of
camouflage provided by uninformed traders (e.g., Kyle, 1985). In the market
microstructure model of Glosten and Milgrom (1985) traders cannot trade more
than one unit of the asset per period. Without this assumption, informed traders will
buy (sell) an infinite amount upon the arrival of good (bad) news. So we preserve the
assumption of unit trade in this paper and attempt to model the strategic behavior of
informed traders by studying the fraction of time when both types of traders make
synchronized moves in terms of the state level of arrival rates. That is, we allow the
informed arrival rate on day t to take on a high level mht (or a low level mlt),
corresponding to the high level eht (or low level elt) of the uninformed arrival rates, a
situation we call ‘‘level-matching activities’’ in this paper. The empirically estimated
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probability of the matching response should shed some light on how well the
informed traders are making use of the camouflage.
There are four possible combinations of the uninformed and the informed arrival

rates in our model, denoted as sa
t � ðeht ;m

h
t Þ; sb

t � ðeht ;m
l
tÞ; sc

t � ðelt; m
h
t Þ; and

sd
t � ðelt;m

l
tÞ:

4 Clearly, the two states sa
t and sd

t are the matching states and the rest
are non-matching states. Now we have a modeling choice in terms of tracking the
interaction between the activities of the informed traders and those of the
uninformed traders. Though it is not impossible to impose a Markov-switching
structure on the four composite states, there is no easy way to extract intuition
regarding the informed–uninformed interaction from the complex four-state
transition matrix. This is a problem similar to the one we face when modeling the
relationship between the uninformed buy arrival rate and the uninformed sell arrival
rate. Yet we must not resort to the same solution as before because an assumption
that the informed traders move in a fully synchronized fashion with the state level of
the uninformed traders completely destroys our goal of uncovering the extent of
strategic movement by the informed traders. Given that a hard-wired complete
synchronization between the informed and the uninformed traders is out of the
question, we decide to impose some structural restrictions on the four-state
transition matrix such that the informed traders match the level of their arrival rate
with the level of the uninformed arrival rate only a fraction of the time. We hope to
study the estimated value of this fraction for matching activities, a parameter we call
‘‘probability of matching response’’, to draw useful inferences on the informed
traders’ strategic behavior, while allowing the uninformed arrival rate to switch
freely according to the two-level Markov process described earlier.
Provided that the informed traders know the level of the uninformed arrival rate

at the beginning of each trading day, they can make a decision on how to exploit the
information advantage they have. In particular, we define the probability of
matching response as

Prðmht j e
h
t Þ ¼ Prðmlt j e

l
tÞ � r: (3)

Moreover, the time-varying probability of transiting from state sa
t�1 to sa

t is equal to

Prðsa
t j sa

t�1Þ ¼ Prðeht ;m
h
t j e

h
t�1;m

h
t�1Þ

¼ Prðeht j e
h
t�1Þ  Prðm

h
t j e

h
t ; e

h
t�1;m

h
t�1Þ ¼ pnn

t r: ð4Þ

The first equal sign follows the definition of composite states. The second equal sign
applies because the uninformed traders don’t have knowledge about the current level
of the informed arrival rate and we assume that the uninformed arrival rates switch
freely according to the two-state Markov process. Implicitly, it is assumed that the
trading behavior of the uninformed investors is governed by whatever information
variables we use for the uninformed transition probabilities and the uninformed
arrival rate differential. The third equal sign follows from the definition of matching
4Note that we use the abbreviated notation for the uninformed arrival rates, without distinguishing the

uninformed buy and sell arrival rates, due to the assumption of adaptive movement in Eq. (2). We use the

abbreviated notation whenever it is not likely to cause confusion.
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response probability as well as the assumption that the informed traders pay no
attention to arrival rates in the previous trading day.
To get a better grasp of the parameter r; we may analyze its inherent limitations.

First, its existence hinges upon the independence assumption about the uninformed
investors. If the uninformed investors have knowledge of the informed arrival rate
and use this knowledge to decide their choice of arrival rate and buy–sell differential,
then the second equal sign in the equation above does not go through and the so-
called matching response probability cannot stand. One way of getting around this
problem is to re-classify the trader types. That is, any uninformed traders who are
sophisticated enough to infer the informed arrival rate and actively use that inference
for trading decisions should probably be classified as informed traders.5

Second, given that the parameter r is a statistical construct, arising from the
decomposition of the transition probability of composite states, we are still not very
sure of its path-independent nature and its constancy. The path-independent
assumption that the matching response has no reliance on previous arrival rates can
be partially motivated by the information advantage the informed traders possess
because they submit orders based upon private signals that may arrive on each
trading day. So it is reasonable to assume that the informed investors do not care
about their own arrival rate in the previous trading day. But given that the informed
investors care about the existing level of uninformed arrival rates, which is related to
the uninformed arrival rate in the previous period, why would the informed investors
ignore the uninformed arrival rate in the previous trading day? Moreover, what
makes us believe that the probability of matching response as defined is constant
throughout the sample period? To address these two questions, we have estimated
more complex versions of the model on a subset of our sample stocks. In particular,
we allow the matching response to be dependent upon the uninformed arrival rate in
the previous period, such as Prðmht j e

h
t ; e

h
t�1ÞaPrðmht j e

h
t ; e

l
t�1Þ; and even make the

probability of matching response vary over time. We find that the path-dependent
matching response probabilities are not significantly different from each other, and
the sample standard deviation of the time-series of matching response is very small.
So we conclude these two assumptions related to the construction of r are
reasonable.
Admittedly, the probability of matching response as proposed is an imperfect way

of describing the interaction between the informed traders and the uninformed.
Nevertheless we want to examine whether the estimated probability of matching
response by the informed traders is statistically significant and whether its magnitude
is as large as suggested by theory. If r is close to 1, then we have evidence that the
informed traders are using the camouflage of the uninformed traders. Admati and
Pfleiderer (1988) present a theory in which concentrated trading patterns arise
5The argument for reclassifying trader types is stated from a theoretical perspective, and we do not

attempt to empirically classify each trade into the informed or the uninformed categories. The distinction

between the arrival rates for these two types of traders is achieved via the sample likelihood function (to be

discussed later), utilizing the fact that the informed traders submit trades on only one side based upon the

type of private signal they receive.
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endogenously as a result of the strategic behavior of (uninformed) noise traders and
the informed traders. Although their theory is used mainly to explain intra-day
trading patterns, our model presents an empirical test of their results for inter-day
patterns (see also Back and Pedersen, 1998).
Finally, the time-varying nature of the uninformed transition probabilities and

buy–sell arrival rate differential allows us to deliver a time series measuring the
probability of information-based trading. That is, the probability that each trade on
day t is information-based can be expressed as

TPINt ¼
amet

ee;Bt þ ee;St þ amet
: (5)

In this definition, a is the probability of news arrival; met is the expected arrival rate
for the informed traders on trading day t; ee;Bt is the expected buy arrival rate for the
uninformed traders on trading day t; and ee;St is the expected sell arrival rate for the
uninformed traders on trading day t. This definition is identical in spirit to the
constant version of PIN defined in Easley et al. (1996), and it has an intuitive
interpretation as the fraction of informed trades among all trades. The short-hand
TPIN is used in this paper to signify its time-varying nature, as opposed to the
constant PIN. The technical details about the composite transition matrix as well as
the definition of the expected arrival rates are provided in the appendix.
2.3. Trading process and estimation methodology

The basic structure of the trading process on a typical trading day is depicted in
Fig. 1. Nodes above the dotted line occur only once per trading day, and nodes on
the dotted line are repeated many times within each trading day, following
independent Poisson processes by assumption. Depending upon the previous level
e?t�1 of the uninformed arrival, the uninformed arrival may transit into the high level
with probability pðeht j e

?
t�1Þ or the low level with probability pðelt j e

?
t�1Þ: The informed

traders engage in level-matching activities with a constant probability r: There may
be no news arrival with probability pð	Þ; good news arrival with probability pðþÞ; or
bad news with probability pð�Þ: The last row of numbers is the sum of the expected
arrival rate of the informed and the uninformed traders under each scenario, with
notational abbreviation for the uninformed arrival rates.
Fig. 1 forms the basis of our empirical estimation. In the appendix, we construct

the likelihood function in a computation-efficient way. Given the likelihood
function, all the parameters can be estimated using an optimization procedure such
as Maxlik in GAUSS, the statistical package we use for this study. Due to the one-
sided nature of the informed trades, the sample log-likelihood function helps us
distinguish the informed arrival rates from the uninformed arrival rates. Although it
is not possible to empirically identify the particular composite state for each trading
day, we can nevertheless make a probabilistic statement about the informed and the
uninformed arrival rates for each trading day for the entire sample.
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Fig. 1. Structure of trading process on a typical day.

In the figure, eh and el are the high and low levels of the uninformed arrival rate, mh and ml are the high
and low levels of the informed arrival rate. Depending upon the arrival rate level e?t�1 in the previous day,

the uninformed arrival may transit into the high state with probability ðeht j e
?
t�1Þ or the low state with

probability pðelt j e
?
t�1Þ . The informed traders engage in level-matching activities with probability r: There

may be no news arrival with probability pð	Þ; good news arrival with probability pðþÞ; or bad news with

probability pð�Þ:Nodes above the dotted line occur only once per trading day and nodes on the dotted line
are repeated many times each day. The buy and sell orders are indicated by B and S; respectively. The last
row indicates the aggregate, expected arrival rate of traders under each scenario, with the buy and sell

nature for eh and el abbreviated.
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3. Data construction

Our sample of firms was selected from 611 common shares listed on the NYSE
(Share Code 10 or 11) with complete monthly returns data from the Center for
Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) database and trading data from the New York
Stock Exchange Trade and Quote (NYSE TAQ) database. These stocks have no
change in their respective ticker symbols during the ten-year period between 1993
and 2002. We sort these stocks into 10 deciles according to the monthly average
turnover ratio (the number of shares traded to the shares outstanding) and randomly
pick 10 stocks from each of the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th turnover deciles. We use
turnover as a sample selection criterion because Easley et al. (1996) demonstrate that
low volume is indicative of high information asymmetry and turnover has been used
as a measure of volume in the literature (see, for example, Blume et al., 1994; Lee and
Swaminathan, 2000; Lo and Wang, 2000).
Before matching trades with quotes, we collapse the closely adjacent (within five

seconds) trades that were executed at the same price without intervening revision of
quotes. This is done to mitigate the problem of misclassifying a large trade on one
side (buy or sell), which involved multiple participants, as separate trades. We also
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allow for a systematic delay of five seconds before each submitted quote was time-
stamped. We treat as relevant only the most recent quote that was at least five
seconds old relative to the recorded trade time.
We follow the methodology proposed by Lee and Ready (1991) in determining if a

trade is buyer-initiated or seller-initiated. Trades with transaction prices above the
midpoint of the relevant bid and ask are called buy trades, and trades with
transaction prices below the midpoint are called sell trades. Trades with a price at the
midpoint of bid and ask are classified with a ‘‘tick test’’, i.e., trades with a price
higher (or lower) than the most recent trade with a different price are called buy (or
sell) trades.
Table 1 reports some summary statistics about the stocks in our sample. The

summary statistics show that there are a lot of variations in firm characteristics, both
within each turnover decile and across the turnover deciles. Stocks with higher daily
mean turnover tend to have higher stock prices and more transactions (both buy
trades and sell trades). The mean stock price ranges from $4.20 to $63.88, so our
sample does not include penny stocks. The variation in the sample standard
deviation for the variables presented in Table 1 has a pattern similar to the variation
in the means of these variables.
4. Estimation results

In this section, we discuss properties of the estimation for each stock in our sample
as well as the implied time series related to the information content of stock trading.
We defer to the next section some applications of the estimated probability of
informed trading.

4.1. Maximum likelihood estimates

Table 2 presents the maximum likelihood estimates for all the constant parameters
in our model including the probability of news arrival, the probability of arrived
news being negative, different levels of the informed and the uninformed arrival
rates, and the probability of matching response. These constant parameters are
estimated using the entire sample for each stock, and they are highly statistically
significant at the 1% level.6 There is a large variation for the estimated parameters
across stocks. For example, the probability of news arrival ranges between 0.28 for
stock ticker AGL and 0.52 for stock ticker LUB. The high level of the uninformed
buy arrival rate can be as high as 101 trades per day for stock ticker OII, or as low as
9 trades for stock ticker SL. The high level of informed arrival rate varies between 92
trades for stock ticker KMT and 16 trades for stock ticker SL. We do not report the
levels of the uninformed sell arrival rates, because we model the sell arrival rates at
the same state level as the uninformed buy arrival rates, while allowing the difference
6We omitted reporting the standard errors for these parameter estimates in order to conserve space, and

the complete estimation results are available upon request.
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Table 1

Summary statistics

In this table, turnover is the ratio of daily share volume to shares outstanding (in basis points); is the

average daily dollar price; nbuy is the average number of daily buy orders; and n sell is the average number

of daily sell orders. The sample period is from January 1, 1993 to December 31, 2002, and nobs is the

number of daily observations available for each stock in the respective turnover decile.

Decile Ticker nobs Mean Standard deviation

turnover prc nbuy nsell turnover prc nbuy nsell

2 EBF 2494 18.60 11.16 9.85 9.72 24.04 2.51 13.10 10.77

LDL 2489 18.68 18.88 9.20 9.73 27.95 8.32 9.79 9.31

OCQ 2496 15.50 17.91 9.28 9.91 20.53 5.83 9.85 8.12

OXM 2489 17.55 23.31 7.55 7.64 21.00 5.50 7.14 6.69

RUS 2495 16.02 21.28 12.92 13.51 20.94 6.29 13.58 11.90

SL 2376 15.51 8.50 3.32 3.73 22.55 3.48 4.44 4.13

SMP 2488 16.21 17.00 8.23 8.10 20.04 4.63 7.75 6.55

STL 2453 15.42 17.18 7.87 7.81 18.00 7.92 10.56 9.22

TYL 2469 16.16 4.20 9.35 8.81 28.24 1.94 14.66 10.59

VCD 2496 15.23 10.29 11.29 10.21 21.00 4.48 10.88 8.46

4 AGL 2495 24.87 18.69 11.62 10.73 37.26 6.08 15.34 12.29

AIZ 2494 25.83 16.38 7.60 7.74 29.70 6.40 6.83 6.36

BW 2496 24.24 16.98 14.21 14.16 40.16 4.27 15.74 13.76

CPY 2494 25.23 19.84 9.50 9.88 34.02 4.46 8.92 7.22

DVI 2491 24.96 13.98 10.61 10.80 40.22 4.03 13.74 11.42

IMC 2495 25.86 20.98 19.41 18.70 27.23 4.24 20.56 17.90

LUB 2496 25.94 16.17 19.46 19.90 26.32 6.69 12.12 11.70

PWN 2496 27.13 9.06 17.12 17.14 35.50 2.70 17.73 13.93

RML 2496 24.74 24.28 31.05 29.35 33.46 6.39 24.51 18.34

UFI 2496 25.09 21.44 32.43 30.13 29.67 10.65 27.70 22.87

6 AIR 2496 32.21 18.04 22.51 20.83 37.62 7.97 21.51 16.62

BDG 2496 32.80 43.80 23.60 20.28 31.38 11.72 21.42 15.76

ESL 2495 33.84 18.91 21.36 19.63 40.54 8.05 25.38 21.70

FRC 2472 34.70 20.86 11.85 11.13 55.95 7.23 16.34 14.48

HUF 2496 32.86 12.22 9.65 11.07 46.53 4.13 11.06 8.66

HXL 2490 36.55 10.51 15.38 15.01 60.30 6.93 15.47 13.75

LZ 2496 33.87 31.12 58.03 54.65 28.98 4.86 48.11 42.31

NC 2495 34.06 63.88 24.46 22.09 45.05 24.21 21.30 18.98

OMI 2496 31.52 15.04 27.66 23.24 37.32 3.85 30.80 21.66

RTI 2468 35.04 12.25 19.99 19.09 56.77 7.31 20.64 17.41

8 ALN 2496 45.04 17.95 29.63 26.37 53.92 9.73 28.07 18.89

BGG 2496 44.36 49.17 54.83 47.05 41.68 14.16 43.68 34.41

KMT 2496 44.72 34.69 48.75 43.27 53.17 8.83 46.30 39.14

NEV 2493 49.91 23.20 24.98 23.40 66.11 10.32 23.83 19.58

OII 2496 44.46 16.55 35.07 31.91 40.52 4.73 44.18 38.21

OS 2496 41.40 13.76 22.83 22.95 50.81 7.18 19.45 15.60

POP 2496 39.86 16.19 18.22 16.17 48.25 4.65 19.35 14.01

SRR 2496 46.47 10.61 39.27 37.71 46.99 3.57 28.94 20.45

WLMN 2496 41.04 19.09 37.25 34.68 36.84 5.12 30.13 22.16

WWW 2496 46.01 20.71 40.31 35.15 49.53 7.82 39.19 31.70

Q. Lei, G. Wu / Journal of Financial Markets 8 (2005) 153–181164
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Table 2

Maximum likelihood estimation results

In this table, a is the probability of news arrival; d is the probability of the arrived news being negative;
eh;B(el;B) is the uninformed arrival rates for buyers at the high (low) state; mh(ml) is the informed arrival rate
at the high (low) state; and r is the probability of informed matching response. The estimates for these

variables are significant at the 1% level. TPIN is the sample mean expected probability of information-

based trading, and l1 and l2 are likelihood ratio statistics testing against our model specification (see the

text) that are asymptotically distributed as w2ð8Þ and w2ð4Þ; respectively.

Decile Ticker a d eh;B el;B mh ml r TPIN l1 l2

2 EBF 0.36 0.34 25.31 4.61 35.62 7.40 0.98 0.21 835.39 236.58

LDL 0.43 0.47 18.37 4.23 24.12 7.29 0.93 0.25 242.13 54.61

OCQ 0.37 0.28 13.58 2.99 21.79 6.93 0.85 0.23 443.84 251.00

OXM 0.36 0.45 14.53 3.81 18.22 6.60 0.93 0.22 93.04 22.65

RUS 0.39 0.31 25.33 5.31 33.08 9.84 0.94 0.22 748.55 144.16

SL 0.31 0.46 8.90 1.67 15.60 4.05 0.97 0.24 173.50 66.24

SMP 0.37 0.35 14.17 3.82 19.59 6.87 0.95 0.22 39.91 28.56

STL 0.32 0.36 18.65 2.57 24.95 6.68 0.95 0.22 244.42 105.48

TYL 0.31 0.31 19.96 2.32 41.37 8.09 0.93 0.28 286.70 106.32

VCD 0.43 0.31 19.38 4.62 24.18 8.06 0.87 0.25 315.79 156.45

4 AGL 0.28 0.40 39.68 6.79 55.96 10.34 0.98 0.18 692.26 596.80

AIZ 0.45 0.28 11.70 3.50 18.33 6.29 0.89 0.26 77.91 72.18

BW 0.37 0.30 29.66 5.93 40.67 10.44 0.95 0.22 814.49 57.26

CPY 0.39 0.46 19.40 5.49 28.07 7.93 0.95 0.22 206.90 125.60

DVI 0.35 0.38 25.53 4.39 40.92 9.63 0.94 0.25 576.52 389.84

IMC 0.38 0.31 41.86 8.58 46.73 13.10 0.92 0.20 172.80 121.96

LUB 0.52 0.25 26.65 11.11 30.79 10.74 0.87 0.21 243.46 205.67

PWN 0.42 0.33 31.40 7.81 44.85 11.63 0.90 0.24 602.88 85.66

RML 0.51 0.23 46.52 13.73 50.50 17.22 0.86 0.23 426.97 360.37

UFI 0.49 0.25 49.42 13.81 62.12 19.09 0.83 0.25 620.56 577.18

6 AIR 0.42 0.18 31.11 6.26 45.46 13.75 0.81 0.25 469.25 113.62

BDG 0.43 0.17 40.94 10.14 48.01 13.83 0.90 0.22 519.22 264.08

ESL 0.46 0.16 44.05 5.33 47.75 12.99 0.90 0.27 1325.74 1277.89

FRC 0.35 0.32 29.26 3.50 36.46 9.47 0.94 0.24 658.54 501.07

HUF 0.42 0.33 22.28 4.88 42.20 8.98 0.96 0.25 204.52 35.34

HXL 0.45 0.27 23.61 4.87 32.05 11.07 0.83 0.27 313.74 182.57

LZ 0.48 0.15 96.23 22.14 72.44 26.99 0.82 0.19 1548.07 196.63

NC 0.40 0.31 40.43 9.21 43.35 14.39 0.90 0.20 188.02 183.38

OMI 0.40 0.24 61.43 10.31 52.90 14.60 0.90 0.20 1358.22 139.73

RTI 0.37 0.34 24.11 3.39 57.65 14.78 0.59 0.30 430.72 430.47

8 ALN 0.40 0.31 46.37 13.10 85.33 18.75 0.83 0.27 375.70 366.71

BGG 0.40 0.27 83.67 25.56 87.92 27.05 0.79 0.19 447.83 446.98

KMT 0.45 0.21 83.23 17.35 91.53 26.75 0.87 0.23 1596.04 507.39

NEV 0.42 0.23 31.37 5.25 54.20 14.86 0.72 0.27 189.57 182.79

OII 0.48 0.14 100.55 10.18 65.84 21.00 0.85 0.23 370.01 311.40

OS 0.39 0.42 34.51 11.39 51.33 15.47 0.83 0.23 290.04 282.50

POP 0.40 0.24 35.00 8.16 48.63 12.67 0.93 0.24 739.86 44.98

SRR 0.49 0.28 51.86 20.55 69.89 20.53 0.83 0.22 107.43 106.18

WLMN 0.43 0.29 60.62 20.30 77.18 21.29 0.89 0.20 267.92 85.06

WWW 0.43 0.38 70.56 14.01 64.51 21.73 0.82 0.21 409.94 395.67

Q. Lei, G. Wu / Journal of Financial Markets 8 (2005) 153–181 165
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between the uninformed buy and sell arrival rates to be time-varying and responsive
to market fundamentals. The sample mean TPIN ranges from 0.18 for stock ticker
AGL to 0.30 for stock ticker RTI, whereas the constant probability of matching
response by the informed traders varies between 0.72 for stock ticker NEV and 0.98
for stock tickers EBF and AGL. The matching response is very close to 1, a level
indicative of highly synchronized movement between the uninformed and the
informed traders. Therefore, informed traders do make good use of the camouflage
provided by uninformed trades, as suggested by Kyle (1985), Admati and Pfleiderer
(1988), and Back and Pedersen (1998).
We note with interest that the estimated probability of matching response is

negatively correlated with the estimated probability of informed trading among our
sample of 40 stocks, with a correlation coefficient �0:39: Consistent with the finding
in Easley et al. (1996) that less frequently traded stocks have more asymmetric
information, we obtain a cross-sectional correlation of �0:31 between the estimated
probability of informed trading and the dollar volume. To understand better the
relationship between the informed matching activities and firm characteristics, we
estimate a cross-sectional regression as follows,

ri ¼ b0
0:9442
ð65:21Þ

þ b1
�6:93E�04

ð�4:23Þ

INVOLi þ b2
1:43E�04

ð3:35Þ

UNVOLi þ ei

where i ¼ 1; . . . ; 40: ð6Þ

In this equation, the independent variable r is the estimated probability of matching
response, and the informed dollar volume INVOL is the product of sample mean
TPIN and average dollar volume (in thousands of dollars). The uninformed dollar
volume UNVOL is the product of implied probability of uninformed trading, i.e.,
sample mean of 1� TPIN; and the average dollar volume. The estimates are listed
directly below the coefficients with t-stats in parentheses. The adjusted R2 for this
regression is 0.44 and the F -stat for three coefficients being zero jointly is 16.03.
The highly significant estimated coefficients for this regression design suggest that

the extent of matching activities by the informed traders is higher among stocks with
large uninformed dollar volume, while the increased presence of the informed traders
undercuts the efforts of matching. In the absence of a rigorous model stipulating
contributors to the matching response, it seems a plausible conjecture that the higher
competition among informed traders makes it harder for all informed traders as a
group to match with the uninformed trading activities in a synchronized fashion. On
the other hand, an increased level of uninformed trading provides more camouflage
for informed traders to undertake matching response activities.
4.2. Influence of market fundamentals

Details about the estimates related to information variables, including cumulative
prior-20-trading-day stock return (CDR) and cumulative prior-20-trading-day
market return (CMR), are presented in Fig. 2. A constant is also included as part
of the instrument matrix for the uninformed transition probabilities (UT) and the
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Fig. 2. Significant estimates for prior returns as instruments.

In the figure CDR is the cumulative prior-20-trading-day stock return net three-month T-bill rate; CMR

is the cumulative prior-20-trading-day market return net of three-month T-bill rate; UT(H2H) and

UT(L2L) are the estimated coefficients associated with CDR in Panel (A) or CMR in Panel (B) on the

uninformed transition probability remaining at the high and the low state, respectively; and UD(High) and

UD(Low) are the estimated coefficients associated with CDR in Panel (A) or CMR in Panel (B) on the

uninformed arrival rate differential at the high and the low state, respectively. We assign zero value to the

estimated coefficients that are not statistically significantly different from zero at the 5% level. The

columns correspond to each of the 2nd, 4th, 6th, and 8th turnover deciles.
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uninformed arrival rate differential (UD), but we do not report the estimated
constants for brevity. We believe it is more effective to present graphically the
estimates than to use tables of results.7 In order to deliver a clear pattern, we do not
show estimated coefficients that are not significantly different from 0 at the 5% level,
and they are replaced with zero values.
The first two rows of Panel (A) in Fig. 2 depict the influence of prior stock returns

on the uninformed transition probabilities, and the last two rows of Panel (A)
present the influence of prior stock returns on the uninformed arrival rate
differential. Each row of the panel contains four individual plots with a common
scale, one for each turnover decile, and stocks within each turnover decile are plotted
7The full estimation results are available upon request.
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by ticker symbol in alphabetic order. The first impression from Panel (A) of Fig. 2 is
that we see a lot more bars (standing for estimates significant at the 5% level) than
empty slots (standing for insignificant estimates). Therefore, the uninformed traders
are quite responsive to prior stock returns.
The coefficient for the probability of staying at the high state arrival rate is

denoted by label UT(H2H) in the figure, and the coefficient for the probability of
staying at the low state arrival rate is denoted by label UT(L2L). The pattern of
predominantly negative signs for both UT(H2H) and UT(L2L) suggests that the
uninformed traders react differently to high prior stock returns, taking a path-
dependent response. Specifically, they are more likely to switch into a different state
instead of staying at the current one, as long as high prior stock returns are observed.
In the last two rows of Panel (A), the coefficient on the uninformed arrival rate

differential at the high level is denoted by label UD(High), and the coefficient at the
low level of uninformed arrival is denoted by UD(Low). We observe that in reaction
to high prior stock returns, the uninformed traders on 19 stocks will sell significantly
more than buy when the existing uninformed arrival rate is high, as indicated by a
significantly positive coefficient on UD(High). The uninformed traders on 11 stocks
significantly buy more than sell as indicated by a significantly negative coefficient on
UD(High). That is, we see more use of the contrarian strategy than the momentum
strategy by the uninformed traders when the amount of uninformed trading is high.
When the existing uninformed arrival rate is low, we see that the uninformed traders
on 16 stocks significantly sell more than buy, as indicated by a significantly positive
coefficient on UD(Low). The uninformed traders on only eight stocks buy more than
sell, with a significantly negative coefficient on UD(Low). Again, we see more use of
the contrarian strategy than the momentum strategy when the amount of
uninformed trading is low. Therefore, the evidence from our sample of stocks
suggests that uninformed traders tend to adopt a contrarian strategy in reaction to
high past stock returns. It is interesting to note that Lo and MacKinlay (1990) find
that a contrarian strategy is profitable in very short horizon such as one month.
In Panel (B) of Fig. 2, we report the results on the response of the uninformed

traders to past market returns. It seems that the uninformed traders prefer switching
into or staying at the low level of arrival rate. Given that many stocks have an
insignificant coefficient associated with prior market returns, we should avoid over-
interpreting the impact of prior market returns on the uninformed transition
probabilities.
The more interesting results lie in the third and fourth rows of Panel (B) in Fig. 2.

We see 20 stocks with significantly negative UD(High) and four stocks with
significantly positive UD(High), indicating that the uninformed traders are
predominantly using momentum strategy in reaction to high prior market returns
if the uninformed trading activities were high in the previous period. In the period
following low uninformed trading activities, the uninformed traders still employ the
momentum strategy more often since 15 stocks have significantly negative UD(Low)
whereas eight stocks have significantly positive UD(Low). Comparing the magnitude
of impact on UD(High) to that on UD(Low), we find a much stronger momentum
effect when the existing uninformed traders are active. Comparing the magnitude of
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impact on stocks across different turnover deciles, we find a stronger momentum
effect on the lower turnover deciles. The broad message from Panel (B) of Fig. 2 is
that the uninformed traders tend to adopt the momentum strategy in reaction to
high prior market returns, and submit more buy orders than sell orders.
Various studies have shown that different investors have very different trading

styles. Choe et al. (1999) find strong daily evidence that Korean and foreign
institutional investors use ‘‘positive feedback and herding’’ trading strategies.
Moreover, in a study on the daily and intra-day trading of NASDAQ 100 stocks,
Griffin et al. (2003) find the presence of trend-chasing behavior by institutional
investors as well as evidence supporting contrarian strategy adopted by individual
investors. Therefore, it is not surprising to find different trading behavior across
different stocks, since they could potentially have very different institutional
ownership structure. Grinblatt and Keloharju (2001) find small investors more
willing to buy after stocks reach their monthly lows and more willing to sell after
monthly highs (see Panel D of their Table 2). This is consistent with our finding that
prior 20-trading-day own stock return induces more contrarian trading activities by
the uninformed. Researchers such as Jegadeesh (1990) and Lehmann (1990) find that
short-term own-stock contrarian strategies yield abnormal returns. This short-term
reversal may reflect corrections for ‘‘over-reactions’’ in stock prices or inefficiency in
the market for liquidity around large price changes. Some uninformed investors may
earn profit for providing the liquidity service. We would like to caution not reading
too much into the pattern since we only study 40 stocks using our structural model.
The literature on momentum and contrarian strategies routinely studies thousands
of stocks by forming portfolios without a parametric framework. In the following
subsection we conduct maximum likelihood tests on the specification of the model.
We will show that for each stock fundamentals such as cumulative stock and market
returns are significantly related to uninformed trading activities.

4.3. Model specification test

Consider model A with constant transition probabilities (UT corresponding to Eq.
(1)) and constant buy–sell differentials (UD corresponding to Eq. (2), where we use a
vector of ones as the instruments zt for both UT and UD. In model B, we allow for
time-varying transition probabilities and constant buy–sell differentials by feeding a
vector of ones as zt for UD, but feeding a matrix of instruments zt for UT, which
consists of a vector of ones as well as prior stock returns CDR and prior market
returns CMR. In the main model of our paper (model C), we use a matrix of
instruments zt; consisting of a vector of ones and prior returns CDR and CMR, for
both UT and UD so as to achieve time-varying transition probabilities and time-
varying buy–sell differential. These three versions of the model are nested, and we
can construct the likelihood ratio statistics to test our model C against the two
alternative specifications.
The likelihood ratio statistic l1; constructed as twice the difference between the

sample log-likelihood for model B and model C, is asymptotically distributed as
w2ð4Þ with critical value of 13.28 at the 1% level. Because the only difference between
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model B and model C is whether we use the prior stock returns and market returns
for UD, the rejection of model B relative to model C at the 1% level for each stock
(see the column second to the last in Table 2) provides strong statistical support for
the time-varying nature of UD. It may be the case that past stock returns CDR alone
do not make UD time-varying for some stocks, nor do past market returns CMR
alone. However, the fact that model C is preferred to model B for every stock
manifests the joint significance of past stock returns (CDR) and past market returns
(CMR) in making UD time-varying. The equivalent graphical interpretation of this
test result is that there is no single stock that has no bars (i.e., insignificant estimates)
at all for the last two rows across both panels in Fig. 2.
Similarly, we construct the likelihood ratio statistic l2 as twice the difference

between the sample log-likelihood for model A and model C, which is asymptotically
distributed as w2ð8Þ with critical value of 20.09 at the 1% level. The rejection of
model A relative to model C at the 1% level for every stock (see the last column of
Table 2) lends additional support for the time-varying nature of both UT and UD.
Again, the equivalent graphical interpretation of this test result is that there is no
single stock that has no bars (i.e., insignificant estimates) at all for all four rows
across both panels in Fig. 2.
5. Applications

In this section, we focus on a few direct applications of the model. We first explore
the contribution of information asymmetry to various measures of bid–ask spreads
by providing evidence from both the cross-sectional and the time-series perspectives.
We then examine the predictive power of the estimated probability of informed
trading (TPINs) for mean spreads in the next period, alongside competing measures
of information asymmetry. Finally, we use the estimated TPINs as a direct measure
of information asymmetry and analyze its impact on the persistence of stock returns.

5.1. The explanatory power of PINs

To examine the extent to which information asymmetry in stock trading activities
may affect various measures of stock spreads, we run a fixed-effect panel regression
that is consistent with the spirit of Easley et al. (1996),

Si;t ¼ b0 þ b1 VTPINi;t þ b2 VPINi;t þ b3VOLi;t þ b4d2ðtÞ þ b5d3ðtÞ

þ b6d2ðtÞVTPINi;t þ b7d2ðtÞVPINi;t þ b8d3ðtÞVTPINi;t

þ b9d3ðtÞVPINi;t þ
X40
i¼2

gidðiÞ þ Zi;t; where i ¼ 1; . . . ; 40: ð7Þ

The dependent variable S is the stock spread of different types extracted from the
NYSE TAQ database. The independent variable VPIN is the product of stock price
and probability of informed trading PIN estimated from the Easley et al. (1996)
framework. Note that a constant PIN is estimated for each quarter of trading data
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and assigned to each trading day within that particular quarter. VTPIN is the
product of stock price and probability of informed trading TPIN estimated from our
time-varying model. VOL is the dollar volume defined as the product of stock price
and share volume (in thousand shares). d2ðtÞ is an indicator for the period with tick
size being one-sixteenth on the New York Stock Exchange (i.e., between June 24,
1997 and January 28, 2001) and d3ðtÞ is an indicator for the period of post-
decimalization (i.e., on and after January 29, 2001). Empirical studies such as Angel
(1997) show that the minimum tick size has significant impact on the size of the
bid–ask spreads. dðiÞ is the dummy variable corresponding to each of the 39 stocks.
According to Easley et al. (1996), we expect to see a positive slope on the measure

of information asymmetry and a negative slope on the dollar volume VOL. The
rationale is that market makers should quote higher spread to offset higher losses to
informed trades, and frequently traded stocks command lower spread due to a lesser
extent of information asymmetry. As competing measures of information
asymmetry, VPIN and VTPIN are expected to have positive coefficients. If one of
the two measures completely subsumes the other in explaining spread, then we
expect to see a significant positive coefficient for the dominant measure and an
insignificant one for the other.
The addition of tick size dummy variables d2 and d3 and their respective

interaction terms with the two measures of information asymmetry is used to control
for the regime changes in tick size. We expect that the reduction of tick size leads to
lower spreads and that the post-decimalization period should exhibit an even
stronger reduction in spreads than the period with one-sixteenth tick size.
It is plausible to infer that with tick size reduction liquidity providers face more

competition with each other, and thus in the regime with smaller tick size market
makers face more constraints in raising the spread in order to recoup the loss to
informed traders. Market makers may still increase the spread when they face more
informed trading, yet they are not able to increase it by as much as in the smaller tick
size regimes. We can make two empirical predictions. First, the coefficient associated
with the interaction term between the two tick size dummies and the proxy for
information asymmetry should be negative. Second, the absolute magnitude of this
coefficient should be larger for the post-decimalization period than for the one-
sixteenth tick size period.
Panel (A) of Table 3 presents the fixed-effect regression results using all available

daily observations between January 1993 and December 2002, and corrected for
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation of first order. VOL has the predicted negative
sign, and is significant for all three measures of spread. Whereas VPIN is significant
and positive in explaining the daily closing and daily mean spread, its explanatory
power for the opening spread is zero. In contrast, VTPIN is highly significant and
positive in all three measures of spread, and the size of the coefficients is much larger
than that for VPIN. Because the sample mean of VTPIN is larger than that of VPIN
(4:5 versus 3:5Þ the overall explanatory power of VTPIN dominates that of VPIN.
The coefficients for both tick size dummies are highly significant and negative,

with a larger magnitude in the post-decimalization period. The interaction terms
between VTPIN and the two tick size dummies are significantly negative for closing
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Table 3

Information content and stock spreads

In this table, we present results for a fixed-effect panel regression with modification to the original

Easley et al. (1996) design, Si;t ¼ b0 þ b1VTPINi;t þ b2VPINi;t þ b3VOLi;t þ b4d2ðtÞ þ b5d3ðtÞ þ

b6 d2ðtÞVTPINi;t þ b7d2ðtÞVPINi;t þ b8d3ðtÞVTPINi;t þ b9d3ðtÞVPINi;t þ
P40

i¼2 gidðiÞ þ Zi;t: S is the stock

spread of different types extracted from the NYSE TAQ database. VPIN is the product of stock price and

probability of informed trading PIN estimated from the Easley et al. (1996) framework. VTPIN is the

product of stock price and estimated probability of informed trading TPIN from our extended model.

VOL is the dollar volume defined as the product of stock price and share volume (in thousand shares).

d2ðtÞ is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 for the period of tick size being 1
16
on the NYSE (i.e.,

between June 24, 1997 and January 28, 2001). d3ðtÞ is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 for the

period of post-decimalization on the NYSE (i.e., on and after January 29, 2001). dðiÞ is the dummy

variable for each of the 39 stocks. Panel (A) uses 99,379 daily observations between January 1993 and

December 2002, and Panel (B) uses 1597 quarterly observations for the same period. In all the panel

regressions, we control for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelations of order one. The t-statistics are

reported in parentheses.

Regressors Opening spread Closing spread Mean spread

Panel (A): contemporaneous relationship (daily)

VTPIN 0.011 (5.49) 0.006 (15.27) 0.006 (19.19)

VPIN 0.002 (0.80) 0.005 (10.79) 0.005 (13.25)

VOL �1.83E-06 (�2.86) �2.35E-06 (�19.18) �4.42E-07 (�8.17)

d2 �0.044 (�3.89) �0.040 (�24.31) �0.045 (�33.18)

d3 �0.173 (�12.61) �0.095 (�47.88) �0.106 (�64.07)

d2 VTPIN �0.004 (�1.09) �0.006 (�10.83) �0.005 (�10.75)

d2 VPIN 0.008 (1.78) 0.006 (8.56) 0.006 (10.20)

d3 VTPIN �0.004 (�0.88) �0.010 (�11.48) �0.010 (�16.10)

d3 VPIN 0.036 (5.03) 0.009 (8.01) 0.010 (11.69)

Panel (B): contemporaneous relationship (quarterly)

VTPIN 0.014 (5.84) 0.010 (12.18) 0.010 (12.76)

VPIN �0.002 (�0.83) 0.000 (0.53) 0.000 (�0.10)

VOL �8.63E-06 (�4.67) �8.13E-06 (�12.37) �5.95E-06 (�10.59)

d2 �0.053 (�3.57) �0.051 (�10.58) �0.059 (�12.62)

d3 �0.177 (�10.02) �0.090 (�15.48) �0.092 (�16.01)

d2 VTPIN 0.002 (0.58) 0.000 (�0.02) 0.001 (1.02)

d2 VPIN 0.003 (0.77) 0.000 (�0.37) 0.000 (0.33)

d3 VTPIN 0.005 (1.08) �0.003 (�1.64) �0.002 (�1.26)

d3 VPIN 0.031 (5.12) 0.001 (0.57) 0.000 (0.25)

Q. Lei, G. Wu / Journal of Financial Markets 8 (2005) 153–181172
and mean spreads, with larger magnitude during the post-decimalization period.
Hence the results on VTPIN are strong and are consistent with empirical predictions.
In contrast, VPIN has significant and positive coefficients for its interaction with tick
size dummies. This is counter-intuitive since it implies that VPIN predicts higher
influence of information asymmetry for the regime with smaller tick size.
In computing constant PIN over each calendar quarter we use all data available

for that quarter. The repeated estimation of the constant PIN may help reveal
structural shifts not entirely captured by our model. One may attribute the weak
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results of VPIN to our practice of assigning a constant PIN for each trading
day within a quarter as it effectively reduces the time series variation of VPIN.
To address this concern, we average the time series of VTPIN estimated from
our model to form quarterly series that is comparable with the quarterly
VPIN series. We do not feel the constant PIN is unduly disadvantaged by this
procedure since the sampling interval is one quarter. The results for the quarterly
fixed-effect panel regressions are presented in Panel (B) of Table 3. VTPIN has
highly significant and positive slopes in explaining all three measures of spread, and
VPIN has no residual explanatory power for any measure of spread. The tick
dummies are still highly significant and negative, with stronger impact during the
post decimalization period. The interaction terms are no longer significant for all but
one case.
In sum, there is evidence suggesting that the time-varying probability of informed

trading TPIN is a more powerful measure of information asymmetry than the
constant PIN.
5.2. Predictive power of competing measures of information asymmetry

Given that our model is computationally involved, we want to examine if the time-
varying probability of informed trading is more informative when compared to other
measures of information asymmetry. We run the following fixed-effect panel
regression as a horse race among competing measures of information asymmetry for
predicting the mean spread of the next trading day.

Si;tþ1 ¼ b0;i þ b1VTPINi;t þ b2VPINi;t þ b3VOLi;t þ b4 AMSi;t

þ b5 AVOLi;t þ b6 OIMBi;t þ b7 MEi;t þ b8 RVOLi;t þ b9d2ðtÞ

þ b10d3ðtÞ þ b11d2ðtÞVTPINi;t þ b12d2ðtÞVPINi;t þ b13d3ðtÞ

	VTPINi;t þ b14d3ðtÞVPINi;t þ
X40
i¼2

gidðiÞ þ Zi;tþ1; ð8Þ

where i ¼ 1; . . . ; 40: The dependent variable S is the mean bid–ask spread computed
from the NYSE TAQ database. In addition to VTPIN, VPIN, VOL, d2ðtÞ; d3ðtÞ
and dðiÞ as defined earlier, we also include the following explanatory variables.
AMS is the abnormal mean spread computed as the deviation of current mean
bid–ask spread from the moving average of past 20-trading-day mean bid–ask
spread; AVOL is the abnormal volume computed as the deviation of current dollar
volume from the moving average of past 20-trading-day mean dollar volume; OIMB
is the order imbalance or absolute net order flow in number of trades; ME is the
market value of equity; and RVOL is the volatility of returns in the past 20-trading-
day period.
The dollar volume VOL and tick size dummies d2 and d3 are expected to

have negative signs for their respective coefficients. Each of the five competing
measures of information asymmetry, VTPIN, VPIN, AMS, AVOL and
OIMB, should have a positive sign when predicting the future spread. Chordia
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Table 4

Competing measures of information asymmetry

In this table, we report results for predicting the mean bid–ask spread on the next trading period using a

set of competing measures of information asymmetry in a fixed-effect panel regression framework. The

regression design is Si;tþ1 ¼ b0 þ b1VTPINi;t þ b2VPINi;t þ b3VOLi;t þ b4 AMSi;t þ b5 AVOLi;t þ

b6 OIMBi;t þ b7 MEi;t þ b8 RVOLi;t þ b9d2ðtÞ þ b10d3ðtÞ þ b11d2ðtÞVTPINi;t þ b12d2ðtÞVTPINi;t þ

b13d3ðtÞVTPINi;t þ b14d3ðtÞVPINi;t þ
P40

i¼2 gidðiÞ þ Zi;tþ1: S is the mean bid–ask spread computed from

the NYSE TAQ database. VPIN is the product of stock price and probability of informed trading PIN

estimated from the Easley et al. (1996) framework. VTPIN is the product of stock price and estimated

probability of informed trading TPIN from our extended model. VOL is the dollar volume defined as the

product of stock price and share volume (in thousand shares). AMS is the abnormal mean spread

computed as the deviation of current mean bid–ask spread from the moving average of past 20-trading-

day mean bid–ask spread. AVOL is the abnormal volume computed as the deviation of current dollar

volume from the moving average of past 20-trading-day mean dollar volume. OIMB is the order

imbalance or absolute net order flow in number of trades. ME is the market value of equity. RVOL is the

volatility of returns in the past 20-trading-day period. d2ðtÞ is a dummy variable that takes the value 1 for
the period of tick size being 1

16
on the NYSE (i.e., between June 24, 1997 and January 28, 2001). d3 tð Þ is a

dummy variable that takes the value 1 for the period of post-decimalization on the NYSE (i.e., on and

after January 29, 2001). dðiÞ is the dummy variable for each of the 30 stocks. Panel (A) uses 98,638 daily

observations between January 1993 and December 2002, and Panel (B) uses 1,557 quarterly observations

for the same period. In all the panel regressions, we control for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelations of

order one. The t-statistics are reported in parentheses.

Regressors Panel (A) Panel (B)

VTPIN 0.011 (42.00) 0.009 (10.43)

VPIN 0.003 (8.49) 0.001 (2.35)

VOL �5.48E-06 (�27.77) 1.12E-06 (1.34)

AMS �0.160 (�40.45) 0.164 (1.75)

AVOL 5.14E-06 (26.29) �8.45E-07 (�0.45)

OIMB �1.48E-04 (�12.94) �1.54E-03 (�8.19)

ME �2.65E-08 (�28.73) �3.75E-08 (�8.11)

RVOL 0.215 (11.31) �0.167 (�2.20)

d2 �0.040 (�36.13) �0.034 (�6.90)

d3 �0.103 (�75.33) �0.077 (�12.18)

d2 VTPIN �0.005 (�12.97) �0.001 (�0.86)

d2 VPIN 0.005 (9.71) 0.002 (1.43)

d3 VTPIN �0.008 (�15.01) 0.000 (0.05)

d3 VPIN 0.007 (10.12) �0.001 (�0.42)
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et al. (2002) argue that order imbalances reduce liquidity, so the predicted
sign for absolute order imbalance is positive. Large stocks tend to be more liquid
so it is reasonable to conjecture a negative coefficient associated with market equity
ME. Inventory theory suggests that a risk-averse market maker will set a higher
spread for stocks with higher past return volatility, so the expected sign for RVOL is
positive.
The panel regression results in Table 4 indicate that all the explanatory variables

are highly significant and have the expected sign. The only exceptions are the
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abnormal mean spread and the absolute order imbalance, both of which have
significantly negative signs. Note that Chordia et al. (2002) also find a negative,
albeit insignificant, coefficient for the order imbalance.8 The interaction terms
between VPIN and the tick dummies are significantly negative, with an intensified
effect in the post-decimalization period. The interaction terms between VPIN and
tick dummies are again significantly positive, contrary to the empirical predictions
outlined earlier.
We conclude that the time-varying probability of informed trading TPIN is a

better and more robust measure in predicting future mean spread, even after
controlling for other competing measures of information asymmetry.
5.3. Volume, information asymmetry and autocorrelation of returns

Trading volume is often watched carefully by traders and academics alike.
Not surprisingly, there is a large literature in finance devoted to volume (see,
for example, Blume et al., 1994; Lee and Swaminathan, 2000; Lo and Wang,
2000). Campbell et al. (1993) investigate the relationship between stock market
trading volume and serial correlation of daily stock returns. They find that the
first-order daily return autocorrelation tends to decline with volume. They propose a
model with risk-averse ‘‘market makers’’ who charge a premium for accom-
modating ‘‘liquidity’’ or ‘‘non-informational’’ traders. The resulting changing
expected returns reward market makers for playing this role. Therefore, the
stock price decline on a high-volume day is more likely than the stock price
decline on a low-volume day to be associated with an increase in the expected stock
return.
More recently, Llorente et al. (2002) analyze the dynamic relation between daily

volume and first-order autocorrelation for individual stock returns. They present a
model in which returns generated by non-informational trades tend to reverse
themselves, while returns generated by informational trades tend to continue
themselves. This relationship is intuitive in that the stock prices reflect new
information via informed trades only in a gradual fashion. In the days immediately
after the informed trades, stock prices tend to continue their decline (if the informed
trades revealed bad news) or rise (if the informed trades revealed good news). On the
other hand, large volumes of uninformed trades cause only short-lived price pressure
so it is more likely to see a price reversal after uninformed trades. Their empirical
tests show that the cross-sectional variation in the relation between volume and
return autocorrelation is positively related to the extent of informed trading, where
they use volume and spread as indirect measures of information asymmetry in a two-
stage regression.
Since VTPIN is a direct measure of information asymmetry according to the

evidence presented earlier, we run the following fixed-effect panel regression to
8Chordia et al. (2002) study a group of NYSE listed S&P500 component stocks. See their Table 3 for the

negative coefficient for the post-transformed order imbalance when it is used to predict the next day

percentage changes in value-weighted quoted spreads.
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capture the essence of Llorente et al. (2002). After correcting for heteroskedasticity
and autocorrelation of first order, we have the following relation:

ri;tþ1 ¼ g0
0:0004
ð4:53Þ

þri;tð g1
�0:0517
ð�8:61Þ

þ g2
0:0102
ð8:05Þ

VTPINi;tÞ þ
X40
i¼2

bidðiÞ þ ei;tþ1

where i ¼ 1; . . . ; 40: ð9Þ

The dependent variable r is the daily holding period return extracted from CRSP,
and dðiÞ is the stock-specific dummy variable. A selected set of estimates is listed
directly below the coefficients with their t-statistics in parentheses. The results show a
significantly negative auto-correlation g1 for daily stock returns. The impact of
information asymmetry g2 is highly significant and positive, consistent with the
intuition that higher level of information asymmetry induces higher return
autocorrelation.
The impact of volume on the return auto-correlation can be studied indirectly by

comparing the g2 coefficient across different turnover deciles. It is plausible to
conjecture that stocks in the high turnover decile are likely to have a lower fraction
of informed trading, so we predict that the g2 coefficient should decline as we move
to higher turnover deciles. To test this specific hypothesis, we augment the empirical
design with three dummies t4; t6 and t8; one for each of the 4th, 6th, and 8th
turnover deciles, respectively, so that

ri;tþ1 ¼ g0
0:0004
ð4:52Þ

þri;t½ g1
�0:0549
ð�7:92Þ

þð g2;2
0:0167
ð6:63Þ

þ g2;4
�0:0052
ð�1:95Þ

t4 þ g2;6
�0:0066
ð�2:77Þ

t6 þ g2;8
�0:0080
ð�3:25Þ

t8ÞVTPINi;t�

þ
X40
i¼2

bidðiÞ þ ei;tþ1: ð10Þ

Some selected estimates are listed directly below the coefficients with t-statistics
in parentheses. Again, we see a significantly negative auto-correlation g1 for
daily stock returns. We also observe the monotonically declining impact of
information asymmetry on return autocorrelation as the turnover decile becomes
higher, as the g2 coefficients are 0:0167; 0:0115; 0:0049 and �0:0031 for the 2nd, 4th,
6th and 8th turnover decile, respectively. In sum, the time series of VTPIN enables
us to conduct a sharper test, providing strong support for the argument of Llorente
et al. (2002).
The time series of probability of informed trading also can be used in studies

investigating if the information asymmetry risk is priced and if it affects asset
returns. For example, Easley et al. (2002b) repeatedly estimate the probability of
informed trading for each year in their sample period using the same framework as
Easley et al. (1996) and reach the conclusion that a 10% difference in this probability
between two stocks leads to a 2.5% difference in annual returns. Their analysis could
be extended with the time-varying probability of informed trading. We leave this for
future research.
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6. Concluding remarks

Building upon the seminal work of Easley et al. (1996), we develop a framework to
investigate time-varying informed and uninformed trading activities and the
relationship between them. We allow the buy and sell arrival rates for the
uninformed traders to follow a Markov switching process. Both the uninformed
buy–sell arrival rate differential and the uninformed transition probabilities depend
on past performance of the stock and the overall market. The informed traders may
match the level of the uninformed arrival rate with certain probability so as to make
better use of the camouflage provided by the uninformed traders.
Our empirical estimation of 40 NYSE stocks shows that the buy and sell arrival

rates of the uninformed traders are different and time-varying. The uninformed
traders tend to adopt contrarian strategy in reaction to high prior own stock returns,
but employ momentum strategy in reaction to high prior market returns. Informed
traders seem to take good advantage of the camouflage since the estimated
probability of informed matching response ranges from 0.72 to 0.98. We find that the
estimated time-varying probability of informed trading is a good predictor for
various measures of bid–ask spreads, and is a better and more powerful measure of
information asymmetry than the constant probability of informed trading. The
estimated time-varying probability of informed trading has predictive power for
mean bid–ask spreads in the next trading day, even after controlling for competing
measures of information asymmetry. Finally, we use the estimated time-varying
probability of informed trading as a measure of informational asymmetry to analyze
its impact on the serial correlation of daily stock returns. The development of TPIN
enables us to conduct a sharper and more robust test on this important issue.
Appendix A

A.1. Probability of informed trading

Using similar arguments in deriving Eq. (4), we can obtain other elements of the
transition matrix for the four-composite-state model. The matrix nt of transition
probabilities can be written as follows:

nt �

pnn
t r pnn

t ð1� rÞ ð1� pnn
t Þð1� rÞ ð1� pnn

t Þr

pnn
t r pnn

t ð1� rÞ ð1� pnn
t Þð1� rÞ ð1� pnn

t Þr

ð1� pn
t Þr ð1� pn

t Þð1� rÞ pn
t ð1� rÞ pn

t r

ð1� pn
t Þr ð1� pn

t Þð1� rÞ pn
t ð1� rÞ pn

t r

2
6664

3
7775; (11)

where each row stands for a composite state at trading day t � 1 and each
column stands for a composite state at trading day t. Note that the first and
second rows in this transition matrix are the same, as are the third and fourth
rows. This result comes from the assumption that the probability of matching
response is path-independent. In particular, the informed traders form their
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response r not based upon the state level of the uninformed arrival rate in the
previous trading day, and the uninformed transition probabilities are the same
across these rows.
Denote as ps

t the vector of probabilities for each composite state at period t

ps
t � ½pðsa

t Þ pðsb
t Þ pðsc

t Þ pðsd
t Þ�:

The evolution of these state probabilities can be written as

ps
t ¼ ps

t�1nt ¼ ps
0

Yt

m¼1

nm; 8tX1; (12)

where we assume ps
0 ¼ ½0:25 0:25 0:25 0:25�; without loss of generality.

By combining the elements of ps
t ; we can obtain the probabilities pðeht Þ; pðeltÞ; pðm

h
t Þ

and pðmltÞ: We define the expectation of the uninformed and the informed arrival
rates as

ee;Bt � eh;Bt pðeht Þ þ el;Bt pðeltÞ; ee;St � eh;St pðeht Þ þ el;St pðeltÞ

and met � mht pðmht Þ þ mlt pðmltÞ:

Finally, the probability that each trade on day t is information-based can be
expressed as TPINt ¼ amet=ðe

e;B
t þ ee;St þ amet Þ:
A.2. Sample likelihood

Conditional on the state of a trading day t, say sa
t ; the likelihood of observing Bt

buy trades and St sell trades is

gðsa
t Þ ¼ ð1� aÞ expð�eh;Bt � eh;St Þ

ðeh;Bt Þ
Bt

Bt!

ðeh;St Þ
St

St!

þ ad expð�eh;Bt � eh;St � mht Þ
ðeh;Bt Þ

Bt

Bt!

ðeh;St þ mht Þ
St

St!

þ að1� dÞ expð�eh;Bt � eh;St � mht Þ
ðeh;Bt þ mht Þ

Bt

Bt!

ðeh;St Þ
St

St!
: ð13Þ

As the number of trades gets larger, this conditional likelihood becomes harder to
compute due to the factorial, the exponential and the power functions. To improve
computational efficiency, we rewrite it as

gðsa
t Þ ¼ ct  mðsa

t Þ  hðsa
t Þ=ðBt!St!Þ; (14)

where the common factor ct makes lnðctÞ easy to compute, and the state-
dependent factors mðsa

t Þ and hðsa
t Þ are constructed to moderate the size of

the exponential functions and the power functions. The definitions of these
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factors are

ct � expð�en;Bt � en;St � mn

t Þðe
n;B
t Þ

Bt ðen;St Þ
St ;

mðsa
t Þ � exp �ðeh;Bt � en;Bt Þ � ðeh;St � en;St Þ � ðmht � mn

t Þ
�  eh;Bt

en;Bt

 !Bt

eh;St

en;St

 !St

;

hðsa
t Þ � ð1� aÞ expðmht Þ þ ad 1þ

mht
eh;St

 !St

þ að1� dÞ 1þ
mht
eh;Bt

 !Bt

2
4

3
5;

en;B � 1
2
ðeh;Bt þ el;Bt Þ;

en;S � 1
2
ðeh;St þ el;St Þ;

mn � 1
2
ðmht þ mltÞ:

Using a similar method, we also can rewrite and calculate the conditional
likelihood for other state types, namely gðsb

t Þ; gðsc
t Þ and gðsd

t Þ: Taking into account
the probabilities for each state type, the unconditional likelihood for day t is

LfðBt;StÞ jYg ¼
X

k2fa;b;c;dg

gðsk
t Þ  pðsk

t Þ; (15)

where Y is the vector of parameters to be estimated. By purging some constants that
do not contain parameters to be estimated, we can write the sample log-likelihood
function over a sample of T trading days in the following computation-friendly form,

LðYÞ ¼ ln
YT
t¼1

LfY jBt;Stg

" #

¼
XT

t¼1

�en;Bt � en;St � mn

t þ Bt lnðen;Bt Þ þ St lnðen;St Þ
� 

þ
XT

t¼1

ln
X

k2fa;b;c;dg

mðsk
t Þhðs

k
t Þpðs

k
t Þ

" #
: ð16Þ
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